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Y E S T E R D AY, B R A N D S

WERE DEFINED BY THEIR

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S .

T O D AY, B R A N D S A R E

DEFINED BY THEIR

I N N O VAT I O N S .

Original, relevant, distinctive

products and customer experiences.

It’s these innovations that consumers

gravitate toward, remember, talk

about, share socially and importantly,



recommend to others. Research

shows that Net Promoter Scores are

driven 80% by the product, service

and customer experience, and only

5% by communications.



WHAT MAKES PEOPLE

RECOMMEND A BUSINESS?

81%

07%

07%

05%



The product and customer experience

Competitive context

Word of mouth

Advertising and other communications



*Drivers of Net Promoter Score research study, NZ, 2011



Over the next five years, the most

innovative companies will grow



70%
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62.2%



%



50%



against an average of



35.4%



40%

30%



while the least innovative

companies will grow just



20%



20.7%



10%

2014



2015



2016



2017



The world’s most valuable brands

and companies are the world’s most

innovative – which is different to

‘R&amp;D‘ – in 2013 the best innovators

experienced considerably better

financial performance than the

biggest R&amp;D spenders.

PwC expects the most innovative

companies to grow 62% between

2014 and 2018, twice the average

and three times that of the least

innovative.



2018



*PwC, 2013



Innovation is synonymous with New

Zealand’s past, and as a small

country at the edge of the world, it’s

critical to our future.

And yet many businesses have gaps

in their ability to plan innovation

strategy, conceive innovation ideas,

or to design, execute and

commercialise those ideas.

We exist to partner in those gaps,

in order to help New Zealand

businesses usher brilliant new

innovations successfully into the

world.



W E H E L P C O M PA N I E S B E

M O R E I N N O VAT I V E .

W H AT D O E S T H AT M E A N ?



When we say ‘innovation’ we mean

developing products or customer

experiences that attract and delight

consumers because they’re highly

original, distinctive, engaging and

creative, but also highly relevant,

useful and worth spending money on

and coming back to.

Good global examples from the past

are Nike Fuelband, the iPhone, Coke

Zero,Visa Debit, Google Streetview or

KFC’s Double-Down. Good local

examples are Air New Zealand’s

Skycouch, PowerShop, Steinlager Pure,

McKenzie’s Bread in the Brown Paper

Bag or Lotto’s Big Wednesday.

Innovations like these can be used to

drive growth, open up new markets,

address problems with the brand or

customer relationship, or simply to

delight people and build stronger



brands and corporate reputations.



Firstly, to reach more insightful, more

creative, more distinctive innovation

ideas. The kind of ideas that break new

ground and which customers will see

as truly new and exciting.



creatives, and technologists. Proven

creative business people who can

bring original thinking, and also a

grounded appreciation of the

practicalities.



Secondly, to de-risk that creativity by

supporting it with robust strategic

discipline, research and testing.



Our validation process involves

thorough commercial and consumer

feasibility testing and development.



We are to innovation what advertising

agencies are to communication. We

work with existing businesses to help

them develop more creative, more

relevant and more commercially

successful products and customer

experiences.



Our strategic process involves

comprehensive customer, category and

commercial immersions. Before any

ideation begins we develop an

exhaustive understanding of the

category and consumer dynamics and

gaps, and gather genuine insights

around which to build effective

innovation thinking.



Once an innovation concept is

green-lighted, we again call on our

network to help ensure word-class

execution and delivery.



At Previously Unavailable we offer a

process and the right people to help in

two key ways:



Our creative process involves tapping

into our network of best in breed New

Zealand innovators, commercial



We partner with businesses to enable

them to be more innovative with their

product delevopment and customer

experience delivery.

Previously Unavailable is not an

‘innovation incubator’ - we’re not in

the business of funding startups and

assisting them with commercialisation.



We are not a replacement for R&amp;D,

NPD, or product management teams

- our role is to bring in high quality

external strategic and creative

thinking to enable those teams to

get to better and more effective

innovation thinking.



“The world’s most rock and roll rum

brand just turned the volume up to 11.”

- Everyday Drinking Blog



Original, memorable, relevant products

are the ones that today’s consumers

gravitate toward, share socially, talk

about and recommend to others. They

define brands. They build businesses.

Having been invited to pitch a unique

idea to one of the USA’s largest distributors, we developed a product innovation



that is currently opening LA, New York

and Miami up to Stolen Rum.

Stolen Coffee &amp; Cigarettes - the first

rum in the world to be spiced with

tobacco and coffee - is an innovation

partnership between Stolen Rum and

Previously Unavailable.



JAMES



FOLLOW US



HURMAN

FOUNDER &amp;

P R I N C I PA L

James comes from a background in

advertising, where he spent his

career as a strategic planner,

eventually leading strategy at

Colenso BBDO and finally

becoming Managing Director of

Y&amp;R NZ.

James’ advertising career was built

on progressive ideas and innovations

internationally renowned for their

effectiveness and creativity.

Recognised with over 50 local and

global marketing effectiveness

awards, James was named the

world’s #1 strategic planner in 2013.

Having led the strategy on brands as

diverse as Vodafone, V Energy

Drink, DB Breweries, TVNZ,

Yellow pages, Levi’s, Stolen Rum

and Blunt Umbrellas, James’

experience spans every corner of



commerce from entrepreneurial

startups to market leading

corporates.

James is also author of The Case for

Creativity, an internationally

acclaimed book about the link

between creativity and business

success, described by The Coca Cola

Company as “beautiful words of

wisdom”. James is Dean of the

Strategic Planners Academy at the

Cannes Lions International Festival

of Creativity, and he writes and

speaks at conferences around the

world on creativity and innovation

in business.

At home in Sandringham,

Auckland, James and his wife

Annabel live with their own

innovations - 5 year old Tripp and 3

year old Harper.



Our website provides a regular

roundup of innovation news, trends,

ideas and case studies - visit us at

previously.co



Our email newsletter, Previously

Unavailable Weekly, delivers first

thing Tuesdays and features all the

innovation news from the past week.

Sign up at previously.co



P R E V I O U S LY. C O

H E L L O @ P R E V I O U S LY. C O
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